A f t er w or d
T h e r ole of V er y T h a i,
by P r a ch a S uv eer a n on t

At first glance, Very T hai might seem merely to
gather T hai kitsch or those peculiarities that amuse
foreigners. Superficially, it could be considered a
book in the ‘culture shock’ genre – useful and
interesting, but dealing with subjects familiar to
T hais. Very T hai could be seen as describing the
character of a poltergeist, with unusual, trivial
habits that annoy, but which don’t seriously impact
T hai people. Yet the small, incidental everyday
things explained in Very T hai can prove more
interesting than the ‘T hai culture’ derived from
temples and palaces, and, more importantly, may
be more individual and exceptional.
In fact, Very T hai soon became popular with
T hais. Within a few years it was widely known and
admired. ‘Very T hai’ turned into a catchphrase. T he
content has influenced many creative professions,
especially in art, design, advertising, film, theatre,
publishing and event planning. Cornwel-Smith’s
book thus operates at the much wider level of a
phii meuang, or Zeitgeist – the ‘spirit of the age’.
How can one book be so influential as to inspire
‘very T hai happenings’ within T hai society? T he
reason is that it reflects a mood, appearing at a
time of many new ideas, when T hai society began
to debate the nature of ‘T hainess’. Very T hai arose
in the midst of a ‘perfect storm’ – a time of change
in many areas of T hai life, whether in terms of
society, politics, or the new self-awareness among
the T hai middle class, who were asking questions.
A basic debate was whether or not popular culture
qualifies as culture. It was becoming clear that the
official culture, which had been prescribed as
representing the country, was losing its sacredness
through excessive promotion and diminishing in
moral authority by being rigidly enforced.
So this book enabled T hais to appreciate that
‘very T hai’ things, which were seen as low-brow,
had been part of T hainess all along. T hey realised
that to find something truly representative and
lacking in artifice, they now had a valid choice.
Modernity brings discontent. T hai middle-class
interest in the book arose from a nostalgia for a
way of life being lost to globalisation. An example
is how the temple fair became a fresh format for
organising a fashionable event. Soon the ‘temple
fair’ became a standard template, with the T hailand

Exhibitions and Conventions Bureau ( TCEB)
advising on how to make a fair-themed event look
authentic. T his fair genre has spread to indy music
festivals, heritage sites, mall promotions and
nostalgic theme parks such as Ploenwan in Hua
H in. At the very least, this book has played a role
in the emergence of T hais becoming tourists who
appreciate the local phenomena of their own
culture, who no longer need to look outside for
ideas to import, but instead look inward.
left: A bus painted in the
colours of the T hai flag. JG
above: An indy T hai sold this
unofficial Very T hai shirt at a
FAT T-shirt Festival. PCS

top: Many installations at Bed
Supperclub art-bar were
themed around topics from
Very T hai. T his video simply
showed someone leafing
through the book itself. PCS
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In the realm of advertising, Very T hai is accepted
as providing concepts for the middle class, which
can be seen in many commercials and films. T his
group of creatives is particularly interested in
kitsch as a raw material, so it is hardly surprising
that agencies looking for cool street things turn to
Very T hai as a source. By the late 1990s it was clear
that the direction of the industry was to produce
work that could be accepted internationally but
did not slavishly follow the West. Accordingly, the
Bangkok Art Directors Association entitled the
2006 BAD Awards ‘Inter Goes T hai’ and used many
objects that appeared in Very T hai as icons at the
ceremony. T his trend opened the way for many
T hai creatives to receive awards on the world stage.
Very T hai – which has been presented as a gift by
T hai creatives at international conferences – lent
this prevailing spirit greater authority.
Among a new wave of graphic designers, it goes
almost without saying that Very T hai has provided
a stage for generating new concepts. As a graphic
designer myself, I have observed this trend from
the 1990s, and collected examples in my book T hai
Identity: From T hai to T hai T hai. At a symposium
in 2010 on T hainess in graphic arts, Somewhere
T hai, Cornwel-Smith was invited to speak and
write an essay in the accompanying book.
Among the earliest adopters of the Very T hai
meme were interior and product designers, as seen
among exhibitors at Bangkok’s BIG design fair.
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Signature traits like blue pipes and tangled wires
have ended up in installations at venues such as
Bed Supperclub bar, photographic decoration on
Bangkok’s subway, and FAT Festival.
A section of the media has also shown interest,
especially those aimed at a new generation, such as
the magazines a day, Way and Oom. In academia,
Very T hai has become a student course text in
several countries and has featured in dissertations.
T he author is regarded as an authority and has
been invited to speak at institutes and universities
both in T hailand and abroad.
Crucially, that ‘very T hai’ identity fitted perfectly
with the economy of that period under T haksin
Shinawatra. T he promotion for export of SMEs
(Small Medium Enterprises) and the OTOP (One
Tambon One Product) craft development policy,
both emphasised production derived from T hai
culture rather than just labour. Investors and
designers turned to studying indigenous cultural
artefacts, whether rural or urban. T hus Very T hai
became not just a cultural guide or a catalogue
of cool things, but acquired the status of a ‘way
out’ for T hai business. Its content accorded with
attitudes among T hai investors at that time, since it
promoted the spirit of local products and rejected
Western standards, turning previous norms on
their head.
T he clearest example is TCDC, a state body for
lifting exports through ‘cultural value creation’. It
sought to change attitudes regarding design and
creativity to embody the beliefs of local people
rather than mere beauty. T he ‘very T hai’ attitude
of TCDC infused the inaugural exhibition Isaan
Retrospective: Deprivation, Creativity and Design
(2004), which opened during the year CornwelSmith consulted with TCDC to deduce the design
values of popular culture. Further showcases,
symposia and exhibitions followed, exploring
themes such as street vending design, ghosts as a
creative source, and ingenuity for managing floods.
T hese shows all reached beyond informing about
popular culture to become a love letter from the
designer to the middle classes. In other words, they
were T hainess seen through the lens of Very T hai.
It has been said that if a book becomes revered
without having to be read, it has attained cult
status. Very T hai gained that cult status upon being
curated as an art object in gallery exhibitions here
and abroad. T he book was displayed along with
images from it as part of the exhibition Bangkok
Bangkok in Brussels and Barcelona. And in a group
show about T hainess in works on paper at Chiang
Mai University Art Centre, one T hai art professor
simply displayed Very T hai.

After the dispersal of Red Shirt demonstrations
in May 2010, the art collective Proxy curated an
installation from retrieved objects that survived the
fires at Siam and Ratchaprasong, including a singed
copy of Very T hai. At the same location in 2012,
ZEN department store commissioned a huge
exhibition called Very T hai, with photographs
mostly by Cornwel-Smith, along with John Goss,
Dow Wasiksiri and Austin Bush. Many of the 122
images appear in this second edition.
In its unusual post-publishing life, Very T hai has
featured in other forms. One of Bed Supperclub’s
art installations was a five-minute film of someone
flipping through the book. Designers have made
Very T hai T-shirts at Chatuchak Weekend Market
and the FAT T-Shirt Festival. T he T hai mime
troupe BabyMime based a mime on Very T hai. And
the book itself played the ‘Tree of Life’ character
in Wayang Buku, a performance by Malay artist
Fahmi Fadzil using books as shadow puppets in
a commentary on tradition and society.
Very T hai has helped make culture a part of daily
life and more accessible. T hat culture might be
mundane or commercial, but it is full of life and
has arisen from the imagination. Importantly, the
book has made T hai people see that T hai and
‘very T hai’ – formal culture and the vernacular –
exist together in a way similar to the relationship
between religion and folk beliefs. In the essay
‘Buddhism and the dark arts’, historian Nidhi
Eosreewongse shows that usually we see the first
as the light and the latter as the darkness to be
shunned or passed over.

Cornwel-Smith explains how the concepts ‘T hai’
and ‘very T hai’ were only separated after national
development and the introduction of Western
inventions – or rather, the idea of not wanting to
be embarrassed in front of foreigners. T he state’s
construction of ‘T hainess’ tried to distinguish
between the two. Whatever concerned the dignity
of the country was labelled ‘T hai’, and what related
to daily life was relegated to a lower position,
namely the indigenous rural culture, later joined
by urban popular culture, and now also by indy
and digital culture.
Just as T hais continue to believe in black magic,
Very T hai is like the sediment layer at the bottom
of the pond of people’s hearts. All T hais have this
within them and turn to it to solve life’s problems.
Very T hai without T hainess – or the spirit world
without Buddhism – resembles survival techniques
for immediate challenges. But T hainess without
‘very T hai’, or Buddhism without folk beliefs, feels
like principles that aren’t grounded, lacking the
strength to attract people’s interest.
T he fact that T hai people can say that T hainess
and ‘very T hai’ belong together is really significant.
It shows that they are ‘awakened’.
Pracha Suveeranont, an expert on visual culture,
works at Spa Advertising and writes for Matichon
Weekly. H is books include Design+Culture Vols 1,
2 & 3, and T hai Identity: from T hai to T hai T hai.

top left: When the dispersal
of Red Shirt demonstrators in
2010 sparked fires at Siam and
Ratchaprasong in Bangkok,
one artefact to sur vive the
blaze was a singed copy of
Very T hai. T he art collective
Proxy displayed it with other
items retrieved from the scene
in an art installation later that
year. PCS
right: ZEN department store,
at one of Bangkok’s busiest
intersections, commissioned
an outdoor exhibition of
photographs from and related
to Very T hai, by the author
and invited photographers.
I t ran from September 2012
through Januar y 2013 and
was seen by millions of T hais
and tourists. Many took snaps
of themselves in front of the
72 panels. PCS
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